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Hello everybody, my name is Arya and I am a pupil of Applegarth.  Our 

school name is Applegarth Academy in New Addington. It is really very 

fun here and we do so much stuff . In Discovery we got to draw and design 

a boat and now we are trying to make it. At Applegarth we have Buddies. 

These Buddies help people in need. At Applegarth our values we use are 

Passion, Urgency, Positivity, Aspiration and Commitment. Children can 

show these values in many ways and I have chosen a few of my classmates 

as examples. Karma shows passion by listening to others and contributing 

in class discussions.  Violet shows urgency when cleaning her table. Phillip 

shows positivity when encouraging his group work. Vikknayen  shows as-

piration by working really hard to improve his hand writing. Dylan shows 

commitment in his learning by making sure he answers questions in class. 

In History , we have been learning about Amelia Earhart who was the first 

female aviator to fly across the Atlantic Ocean. We were also learning 

about Karl Benz who invented the first gasoline engine. In Maths we have 

been learning about 3D shapes, sides, edges and vertices. Did you know a 

cone only has one vertex? In English we have been learning about a book 

called The Selfish Giant. I like this book as it teaches us about sharing. 

Thank you for listening to my Newsletter. Bye, bye!   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eid Ul-Fitr 

Eid ul-Fitr is a very important festival in the Islamic calendar and was started by 
the Prophet Muhammad himself. It is also known as 'The Feast of Breaking the 
Fast' and is celebrated by Muslims worldwide to mark the end of Ramadan. Eid ul-
Fitr takes place on the first day of the tenth month of the Islamic lunar calendar, 
and Muslims are not permitted to fast on that day. 

Muslims are not only celebrating the end of fasting, but also thanking Allah for the 
Qur'an, which was first revealed towards the end of Ramadan, and for the 
strength Allah has given them to exercise self-control throughout the previous 
month of fasting. If necessary, they will ask Allah for forgiveness if they failed to 
keep the fast at any point. 

In Muslim countries, Eid ul-Fitr is a national holiday. In the UK, Muslims may take 
the day off work or school to join in the celebrations. The festival is marked in the 
following ways: 

 

 

 

 

 

 The festival day begins with the first sighting of the new moon at the beginning 
of the tenth month of the Islamic calendar. 

 Muslims wear their best clothes, decorate their homes and spend time cele-
brating with their friends and family. 

 Some Muslims may give money to the poor so that they can also enjoy the day. 
 Communal celebration services usually are held both outdoors and in 

mosques, there are processions through the streets and a special celebratory 
meal is eaten - the first daytime meal Muslims will have had in a month. Obvi-
ously these celebrations will be restricted this year due to the Coronavirus pan-
demic.  

 



 

 
Playtime Buddies– Year 2 

 

As Arya mentioned on the front page, we have new Buddies for the Year 2 playground. These 
children will help support each other at playtime, making sure that everyone is safe, happy and 
has friends to play with.  They had to write a letter to apply for the role of being a buddy and 
then had the chance to discuss as a group what makes a good buddy, games they can introduce 
to the playground and ensuring positive play and a fun playtime is had by all. 

They have displayed great leadership skills and are willing to share these. 

Some of our amazing buddies that help support in the playground, encourage positive play and look out 

for others.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

In Year 6 

Year 6 have been looking at 

what a commercial toy is. 

Within this, they have also 

looked at the pros and cons 

of mass producing.  

 

They are looking forward to 

designing, making and 

testing their own commer-

cial toy after being given 

their design brief of produc-

ing something electrical with 

an educational link.  

 

Watch this space! 



Clean air day! 

 

Friday Stars 

 

Samreen 

Elaina 

Manashvee 

Elsie  

Ismael   Aden C 

Issiah     Charlie B 

Lenaz 

Cara 

Charley –Skai 

Parsa 

Uche  

Adam 

Jennifer 

James 

Evie 

Jayden 

Everod 

Alex 

            Cairo  

          Caitlyn 

Isaac 
EYFS/KS1 

KS2 

Eddie-Jay 

Kai 

Mary 

Joel 

Jacob 

Meleena 

Zuri 

Kyara  

 

Christopher B 

Malcolm   Marion 

Summer   Alicja 

 

Here are all the children that have 

shown great behaviours at break and 

lunchtime! Each will receive one of Mr 

Mukhtar’s stickers! Well Done! 

      Kayleigh 

Callum 

Darci-Rae 

Allissa 

Jayden 

Kaiden 

Emmanuel 

Amari  

Lexie 

Ernest 

Karmel 

Kacper 

Mikkel 

Isabelle 


